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 Abstract. This article provides view to the national corpora and their common 
features. The issue of the emergence and creation of the British National corpus is also 
being considered. Moreover, the written and oral foundations of the British National 
corpus are analyzed. Information about BNC Baby and BNC Sampler, which are 
considered as sub-corpora of the British National corpus, are provided and its features 
are highlighted. 
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Presently, a great number of representative world languages corpora including 

national corpora have been created. The National Corpus of the Russian language, the 

British National Corpus, the American National Corpus, the Mannheim German Corpus, 

the French Corpus, the Hungarian National Corpus, the Modern Chinese Corpus may be 

considered as evidence. The national corpus includes no less than 100 million words, 

which is a pledge of opportunities for large-scale study of multilevel language units. 

These are collections of spoken and written texts of different genres, styles, regional and 
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social variants represented in the language. Moreover, the whole array of texts in the 

body is systematized, which means that the corpus fixes the order of each word in the 

sentence in relation to other words, also takes into account its frequency in the given 

corpus. 

Created in 1991-1994 by researchers of Oxford University and Lancaster 

University, the British National Corpus (BNC) is considered as “the first and best-known 

national corpus”112. The corpus is 100 million word collection and is much larger than its 

predecessors. The corpus covers British English of the end XX century, represented by a 

wide variety of genres and is conceived as a sample of typical spoken and written British 

English. 

90% of the British National Corpus consists of samples of written language usage. 

These examples were taken from regional and national newspapers, scientific journals, 

periodicals of various scientific directions, fiction books moreover, both published and 

unpublished materials (such as brochures, letters, student essays, scripts, speeches) and 

many other sources113 [Aston & Burnard, 1998]. 

Spoken Corpus holds 10% of the British National Corpus data and examples of 

conversational language applications, which were presented and recorded using practical 

transcription. Spoken Corpus includes two large parts: demographic and  context-

governed. The demographic part contains a transcription of spontaneous conversations 

that took place in real life with the participation of volunteers from different age groups, 

regions and social layers. These conversations were produced in a variety of situations, 

including business or government meetings and discussions in radio broadcasts or by 

telephone. This was done to take into account both the demographic distribution of the 

spoken language and the linguistically significant diversity of the language due to the 

context. The second part of the spoken corpus includes context-governed samples, such 

as transcriptions of recordings prepared for the entrance of special meetings or events114. 

 
112  Xiao, R. Well-known and influential corpora. In: Anke Lüdeling, A. & Kytö, M. (eds.), Corpus Linguistics: An 
International Handbook. Berlin; New York: Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co, 2008. 
113  Aston, G. & Burnard, L. The BNC Handbook: Exploring the British National Corpus with SARA. UK: Edinburg 
University Press, 1998. 
114 Crowdy, S.  The BNC spoken corpus. Harlow: Longman, 1995. 
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Each recording that was included into the spoken corpus is available in the British 

Library’s sound archive and at the Oxford University Phonetics Laboratory website. 

Two sub-corpora of the British National Corpus were released under the names 

BNC Baby and BNC Sampler.  

BNC Baby consists of four million word sample and includes four sets of samples. 

The words in each set correspond to a specific genre category. One set contains 

transcriptions of conversations, while the other three sets contain samples of written texts 

from scientific literature, fiction, and newspapers. The subcorpus retains the markup 

available in the BNC. The newest edition of the BNC was released in XML format. 

 
Two sub-corpora of the British National Corpus were released under the names 

BNC Baby and BNC Sampler.  

BNC Baby consists of four million word sample and includes four sets of samples. 

The words in each set correspond to a specific genre category. One set contains 

transcriptions of conversations, while the other three sets contain samples of written texts 

from scientific literature, fiction, and newspapers. The subcorpus retains the markup 

available in the BNC. The newest edition of the BNC was released in XML format. 

BNC Sampler includes two subcorpora. The first part contains written data, the 

second part contains spoken language and each part contains one million words. BNC 

Sampler was originally used to improve the BNC markup process, which eventually led 

to the publication of BNC World.  
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Annotation. Due to the increased demand for audio visual materials in foreign 

language as a main source of entertainment, translators had to come up with a more 
financially stable option to tackle the current issue, which we know as subtitles that 
prevent them to hire a group of specialists to do the dubbing or voice over. As subtitles 
have already become quite globally popular, the topic of their being accurate or not also 
arose. This leads to the linguistic analysis and norms od on-screen subtitles to be set and 
it will be discussed in this article explicitly.   

Key words: linguistic, parameter specification, on-screen subtitles, oral speech, 
information segmentation, audio visual, filtered, source.  

 
As Davlatova (2024) mentions that with the high demand for the entertainment 

means that do not require going out, also the growing interest towards foreign movies 

require an easier, cheaper option content developing and translation. Subtitles could be 

very handy in tackling this issue since they offer less amount of human involvement 

compared to dubbing. Diaz Cintas (2012) claims that “As with any other type of 

translation, subtitles are expected to provide a semantically adequate account of the 

original dialogue but with the added complication that they must at the same time respect 

the spatial and temporal specifications…”  


